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We report on the realization of all-optical planar microlensing for exciton-polariton condensates in semiconductor mi-
crocavities. We utilize spatial light modulators to structure a nonresonant pumping beam into a planoconcave lens-shape
focused onto the microcavity plane. When pumped above condensation threshold, the system effectively becomes a di-
rectional polariton antenna, generating an intense focused beam of coherent polaritons away from the pump region. The
effects of pump intensity, which regulates the interplay between gain and blueshift of polaritons, as well as the geometry
of lens-shaped pump are studied and a strategy to optimize the focusing of the condensate is proposed. Our work under-
pins the feasibility to guide nonlinear light in microcavities using nonresonant excitation schemes, offering perspectives
on optically reprogrammable on-chip polariton circuitry.

Guiding of light waves in planar structures at the microscale
is an important step in development of miniaturized optical
technologies, like optical circuits and logic gates1,2. As a
consequence, a variety of different methods of light guiding
and focusing were realized in e.g. metamaterials 3–5, surface
plasmon-polaritons6–9, phase-change materials10, and pho-
tonic crystals11,12. However, a shortcoming of many optical
devices is their weak Kerr nonlinear response. Techniques to
guide instead highly nonlinear exciton-polariton waves13–17 in
the strong light-matter coupling regime could open new pos-
sibilities in future light-based circuitry and logic18. However,
so far, guiding of polariton quantum fluids usually relies on
resonant injection techniques or irreversible sample fabrica-
tion steps which limits their flexibility in field programmable
on-chip technologies19.

Exciton-polaritons (from here on polaritons) are bosonic
quasiparticles from strongly coupled photonic and excitonic
modes in semiconductor microcavities20. Polaritons inherit
a light effective mass, around 10−5 of the electron mass,
from their photonic component, and strong interactions from
their excitonic component. These features permit nonequi-
librium Bose-Einstein condensation of polaritons at elevated
temperatures21,22 and ballistic outflow from localized pump-
ing spots23. Today, structured nonresonant excitation is an
established method of inducing localized regions of polariton
gain leading to the condensate amplification 23, trapping24,25,
vortex manipulation26, analogue simulators27, and artificial
lattices28. Flexibility in excitation control paves the way for
creation of optical devices such as polariton transistors14,29,
logic gates30 and interferometers31. These practical applica-
tions, in conjunction with rapid advances in room-temperature
materials19,32,33, make polaritons prospective candidates for
future technologies based on optical information processing
or simulation18.
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Figure 1. Schematic of an all-optical polariton microlensing effect.
Lens-shaped nonresonant pump profile generates a potential land-
scape for excited polariton waves, which follow the shape of concave
lens (radius = 8 𝜇m, aperture = 16 𝜇m, thickness = 4 𝜇m) and focus
in the focal region. Yellow arrows in the potential landscape illus-
trate polariton condensate flow direction. The bottom layer shows
experimentally measured cavity photoluminescence from spot 1 cor-
responding to the condensate density.

Due to their large nonlinearities, direct resonant excitation
of polaritons was shown as an all-optical method for switch-
ing34–36 and to control their planar flow13,29,32. But resonant
injection demands careful calibration of the excitation beam
incident angle and energy which inhibits implementation in
integrated on-chip technologies. Instead, nonresonant excita-
tion schemes for controlling the state37,38 and flow14,39,40 of
condensate polaritons offers a more practical integration into
polaritonic devices. Recently, it was proposed that nonreso-
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Figure 2. (a,b) Experimental PL from spot 1 for planoconcave lens with radius = 8 𝜇m, aperture = 16 𝜇m, thickness = 4 𝜇m. (c) Line
profile along the "optical axis" of the lens (see green dashed line on panel (b)) for varying the pump intensity. Simulated PL for corresponding
parameters (d,e) and same line profile along the "optical axis" (green dashed line on panel (e)) of the lens for varying the pump intensity
(f). Each panel is normalized independently to increase visibility. White dotted contour represent target for MRAF method for pump profiles
generation. Yellow arrows illustrate condensate flow direction.

nant excitation beams structured into planar microlenses could
act as directional antennas for polariton condensates41. The
reported reservoir optics scheme exploited the strong interac-
tions and small effective mass of polaritons. In brief, the non-
resonant pump photoexcites a co-localized exciton reservoir
which in-turn generates and blueshifts polaritons via repul-
sive polariton-exciton interactions22. Pumped above conden-
sation threshold, the excited polaritons become macroscop-
ically phase-coherent and thus can interfere constructively
when they ballistically flow and refract out of the structured
pumping region.

In this letter, we provide an experimental realization of said
all-optical plano-concave microlens to guide and focus ballis-
tically propagating condensate polaritons (see Fig. 1). We em-
ploy a strain compensated planar microcavity (two differently
detuned spots on the sample are investigated, spot 1 and 2,
for more details see supplementary) with embedded InGaAs
quantum wells42. Sample is held at 4 K and 10 K for spot 1
and spot 2 respectively, and is pumped nonresonantly with a
single mode continuous wave laser (see Supplementary Mate-
rial for experimental parameters). Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
the recorded spatially resolved photoluminescence (PL) from
spot 1, corresponding to the condensate density, at 1.2×𝑃𝑡ℎ

and 1.5×𝑃𝑡ℎ, where 𝑃𝑡ℎ corresponds to the pumping exci-
tation density at condensation threshold. The white dotted
lines indicate the boundary of the target region for MRAF,
which is effectively the pumped region, and the yellow arrows
schematically illustrate the polariton flow. We observe that
with increasing excitation density polaritons propagate fur-
ther away from the excitation area in the direction dictated by
the lens shape, implying more efficient focusing [see scan of
PL line profiles along the "lens axis" in Fig. 2(c)]. However,
> 1.5 × 𝑃𝑡ℎ the position and shape of the PL at the focal area
starts becoming fixed, indicating a saturation effect. We note
that the in-plane attenuation in the condensate flow is mostly
due to the relatively short polariton lifetime, ≈ 5 ps.

At the lower pumping intensity regime, we observe a non-
linear increase of the condensate’s in-plane propagation speed
and population with increasing pump intensity just above
threshold. The focal distance in this regime and polariton
wavevector was predicted to change in proportion with the ex-
citonic reservoir density, which in turn is proportional to the
pump intensity41. This can be observed in a narrow region of
pump intensities between 1.1×𝑃𝑡ℎ and 1.5×𝑃𝑡ℎ. At the higher
pumping intensity regime, i.e. above 1.5×𝑃𝑡ℎ, where the reser-
voir saturates, we observe a slowing down of the change of the
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effective refractive index so that the position of the brightest
focal point remains virtually unaffected of the pump intensity.
We point out that the horizontal PL modulations seen in the
focal region [see Fig. 2(c)] can be attributed to weak multi-
modal condensation within the pump spot. These results show
that the strongest response from the polariton microlens sys-
tem occurs at lower intensities just above threshold.

A generalized Gross-Pitaevskii model describes the mean
field dynamics of the pumped condensate coupled to an exci-
ton reservoir22 and can be used to qualitatively predict the fo-
cusing abilities of reservoir optics elements (see Supplemental
Material). The results of numerically solving the coupled non-
linear partial differential equations from a random initial seed
recreate the experimentally observed steady state real space
PL [Fig. 2(d,e)] and PL line profiles along the "lens axis" in
Fig. 2(f), showing similar saturation behaviour.

These results show that a lens-shaped pump profile creates a
polariton steady state condensate wavefunction characterized
by a beam of polaritons propagating mostly in one direction
(in this instance, the left direction). Latter conclusion can be
further strengthened by demonstrating experimental 𝑘-space
distribution [Fig. 3(b)] for planoconcave lens [Fig. 3(a)] and
corresponding simulations [Fig. 3(c,d)].

Figure 3. (a) Cavity PL from spot 2 for planoconcave lens with ra-
dius = 6.5 𝜇m, aperture = 13 𝜇m, thickness = 3 𝜇m. White outline
shows target for MRAF method for pump profile generation. (c) Cor-
responding simulation result. (b, d) 𝑘-space distributions for experi-
ment and theory respectively.)

Other reservoir lens parameters, such as aperture (N), thick-
ness (T), and radius of curvature (R), can also be modified
freely in our experiment which allows tuning the intensity and
propagation distance of guided polaritons. Figure 4(a) shows
a reservoir lens with a curvature radius larger than its half-
aperture, resulting in a low condensate fraction in the focal

Figure 4. (a-d) Cavity PL from spot 1 for four different lens shapes
with curvature radius (R), aperture (N) and thickness (T). White dots
outline the lens area and yellow dots the focal area (Σ𝐿,𝐹 respectively).
Each area is chosen ad hoc to lie approximately at the half-maximum
contour for pump and PL respectively. Each panel is normalized inde-
pendently. (e) Corresponding focusing strength Σ𝐹∕Σ𝐿 of each lens
and (f) and normalized intensities of the focal area Σ𝐹 as a function
of normalized pumping intensity of each lens shape. The four thick
dots on panels (e,f) indicate pump intensities at which PL is shown in
panels (a-d).

region. Two bright condensate lobes appear within the pump
region but are unable to constructively interfere outside. By
decreasing the radius of curvature to half of lens aperture and
increasing its thickness, we are able to create a highly focused
region of polaritons [Fig. 4(b)]. In general, we observe that
lenses of larger thickness, like in Fig. 4(b-d), result in more
localized focal region moving closer to the pumping area. In
contrast, thinner lenses like in Fig. 4(a) result in low focus-
ing. We note that, since the reservoir lens is technically a di-
rectional antenna for polaritons, the condensate mode which
forms within the pump region plays an essential role in the fo-
cusing abilities of the lens. Indeed, we see from all panels in
Fig. 4 that complicated "wavefront sources" are being gener-
ated within the pump regions which subsequently form com-
plicated refraction patterns, affecting the focusing ability of the
lens. More sophisticated pumping geometries can potentially
inhibit the different modes forming in the pump region.

For each case we scan the pump intensity from 1 to 4 P/Pth
and plot the focusing strength of the lenses [see Fig. 4(e)],
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defined as the ratio of average PL intensity in the focal
region against the pump region Σ𝐹 ∕Σ𝐿. Here, Σ𝐿,𝐹 =
1

𝑆𝐿,𝐹
∫𝑆𝐿,𝐹

𝐼(𝐫)𝑑𝐫 and 𝑆𝐿,𝐹 corresponds to the areas enclosed
by the yellow and white dotted boundaries in Fig. 4(a-d). We
stress that 𝑃th is different for different lens shapes. Around
threshold the PL is mostly emitted from the pump region giv-
ing small values of focusing strength. Increasing the pump
intensity, we observe how the thickness of the lens dictates its
focusing ability with T = 3 𝜇m lens having smallest focusing
strength and lens with T = 9 𝜇m having highest. One can see
that pump intensity curves for (a,b,c) have a point of maximal
focusing strength after which the value drops. Since theoreti-
cally focusing strength as well as the condensate shape should
stay the same after several 𝑃𝑡ℎ due to the saturation, we explain
this effect in experimental results as a consequence of non-
ideality in the generated pump profile (see supplementary for
more details) and phase-space filling 43 (i.e., decrease of light-
matter coupling). This affects the polariton dispersion stronger
in high-pump regime for lenses of small thickness (a,b), less
for medium thickness lens (c) and not visible for thickest (d).
We also demonstrate the decrease of threshold with increase
of lens T by showing the input-output relationship of the av-
erage PL in the focal region as a function of pump density in
Fig. 4(f).

We point out that thicker lenses have a larger gain region
and therefore a lower pump density threshold for condensa-
tion (i.e., "activation") [see Fig. 4(f) where orange line rises
first]. Therefore, the size of the lens can be used to fine-tune
the balance between the condensate gain and blueshift com-
ing from the exciton reservoir. As expected, the size of the
estimated focusing region becomes smaller since, for standard
lenses, it should scale with the wavelength of the wavefront
passing through the lens. In general, we observe that thicker
lenses pumped at high pump intensities have the strongest fo-
cusing abilities as we see in Figs. 4(d).

Summarizing, we have experimentally demonstrated all-
optical and tunable planar microlenses capable of generating
and focusing polariton condensate flows up to 25 𝜇𝑚 away
from the pump region using only nonresonant pumping. Al-
though referred to as reservoir lenses41 our pump pattern can
also be regarded as optically reprogrammable directional pla-
nar antennas for polaritons (i.e., highly nonlinear light). Dif-
ferent lens shapes were presented and analysed, as well as the
dependency of the pump intensity on their focusing ability. We
showed that tuning of three lens parameters, namely curvature
radius, aperture and thickness, yields control over focusing
strength and the focal distance. Another advantage of work-
ing in the strong light-matter coupling regime is free tuning
of the polariton light-matter composition through their photon
and exciton Hopfield fractions22. For this purpose, wedged
cavities44 offer an additional parameter to tune the focusing
ability of our reservoir lenses. Moreover, we have presented
results for a relatively short lifetime polaritons 𝜏𝑝 ≈ 5 ps which
causes strong attenuation as they flow from the pump region.
Higher quality cavities with 𝜏𝑝 ∼ 100 ps 45 would allow po-
laritons to propagate further and possibly offer more focused
polariton beams further away from the reservoir lens.

Polaritonic microlenses offer an advantage in all-optical
techniques for polariton manipulation and add to the promis-
ing prospect of all-optical polariton computational devices18.

See the supplementary material for samples specifications,
theoretical model used for simulations, and additional data
showing the effect of radius variation on lenses of other-
wise fixed geometry. See Supplementary Online Materials for
videos showing evolution of condensate over range of increas-
ing pump powers.
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